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Theory
Unit I:
Concept of social personhood and identity: kinship and gender as ascriptions of social identity
Unit II:
Classical concepts of kinship: kinship structures, rules of kinship, descent, filiation, kinship
terminology
Unit III:
Marriage: concepts of incest taboo and exogamy, definition of marriage and typology of
marriage.
Unit IV:
Family: definitions of family, typology and transformations, household and domestic group
Unit V:
Dowry, bridewealth and women‟s property rights in India: concepts of various traditional
systems of family organization, inheritance and property rules and existing and earlier customary
laws in India

Practical

1

The students are required to do the following exercises in the classroom and learn the techniques
necessary for collection of data in the field of kinship, family, marriage and gender.

1. Different techniques pertaining to the symbols of drawing genealogy.
2. To construct the genealogy of a male ego to trace the ritual and economic boundaries of
lineage and clan; to repeat the exercise with a female ego and note the difference.
3. To construct a genealogy to identity the size and type of family- conjugal, nuclear , joint
and extended and to trace the cycle of the domestic group by drawing a three generational
family tree.
4. To learn to identify kinship terms: classificatory, descriptive, terms of address and terms
of reference.
5. To identify variables of social transformation like age at marriage, education (of both
men and women), occupational change (gender based) and gender based migration
patterns through genealogical method.
6. To do family case studies to understand family norms, values and changes. The student
may be asked to do at least three case studies as guided by the teacher.
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